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Executive Summary
More than a decade after hitting the mainstream, smartphones remain 
the nexus of consumers’ digital experiences — and they’re not going 
anywhere.1 Forrester forecasts that 5.9 billion smartphones will be in 
use in 2023, with penetration reaching 67% of the global population and 
87% of the US population over the same period.2 Yet, many brands are 
still stuck in a shrink-and-squeeze mentality for mobile content delivery. 
It’s time to reimagine mobile engagement.

In a crowded and competitive media market, publishers need to attract 
consumers with fresh, engaging content. Even better if they can do 
so directly on their websites and apps, where they can monetize that 
engagement with advertising revenue and also optimize content over time 
through rich consumer insights. But consumers have enough apps — 
on average, they use only seven per day and 25 in a given month — so 
publishers need a strategy for driving engagement on mobile web.3

In June 2019, Google commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate 
consumer appetite for tappable stories on the mobile web. Forrester 
conducted an online survey with 2,062 respondents and 22 remote 
unmoderated user tests to explore this topic. Study participants 
included US online consumers ages 18 to 65 who consume publisher 
content at least weekly from a mobile device. We found that tappable 
stories provide consumers with a more immersive experience than 
scrolling articles and greater control than videos, making them an 
attractive, best of both worlds scenario for publishers looking to grow 
their audience and reimagine their content strategy. 

KEY FINDINGS

 › Consumption of tappable stories has skyrocketed on social 
platforms, revealing an opportunity for publishers. Sixty percent of 
weekly mobile content users now consume tappable stories daily on 
social media. Publishers can capitalize on this trend by creating their 
own content — not only in social platforms, but on their own mobile 
websites. Tappable stories for the mobile web not only have a longer 
shelf life than social stories do, but they also allow publishers to 
monetize the demand for this content through advertising.

 › Consumers find tappable story content on mobile web more 
appealing than traditional scrolling articles. Tappable stories on 
mobile web provide a more immersive experience than a scrolling 
article and more control than a video. Users may face a short learning 
curve to adjust to the navigation, but they will adjust quickly. Eighty-
four percent of consumers found our tappable story examples easy 
to navigate; 64% preferred this format over an equivalent scrolling 
article; and more than 75% are interested in consuming this format in 
their top-read content categories.

 › Publishers must embrace design best practices to maximize 
engagement with tappable stories. The best tappable stories are 
short, simple, and treat each page as its own package rather than 
expecting readers to recall the previous screen. Evergreen lifestyle 
content — including DIY/how-to, home/cooking, travel, and sports — 
is well-suited for tappable stories and a good entry point for publishers 
looking to pilot this format.

64% of survey 
respondents 
preferred a tappable 
mobile web story 
over an equivalent 
scrolling article.

More than 75% 
of weekly mobile 
content consumers 
are interested in 
reading tappable 
stories in their top 
content categories.
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Consumers Are Hungry For Interactive 
Mobile Stories
More than two-thirds of US online adults (69%) expect companies to 
make their websites mobile-friendly.4 The stakes are even higher for 
media companies, where digital content is a critical piece of the product 
and increasingly, the center of the customer experience. Publishers 
have a huge revenue opportunity in front of them: Mobile’s share of ad 
spending is forecasted to increase from 57% in 2017 to 69% in 2022.5 
However, they face steep competition from social platforms, which are 
forecasted to become the largest mobile ad channel this year.6

In surveying 2,062 smartphone users who consume publisher content 
at least weekly from their mobile device, we found that:

 › Nearly three in four smartphone users (74%) read or view social 
stories at least weekly. Social stories are a feature in some social 
platforms that allow users (and brands) to post photos and short 
videos, augmented with various text, graphics, tags, and filters. In 
just a few years, consumption of this format has skyrocketed. Sixty 
percent of survey respondents report reading or viewing social stories 
at least daily. The demand for consuming social stories is significantly 
higher than consumers’ desire to share their own stories; only 42% 
report that they publish/post stories on a weekly or more frequent 
basis. Not surprisingly, younger consumers are the heaviest users 
of social stories, with 74% of 18- to 24-year-olds and 68% of 25- to 
34-year-olds reporting daily viewership (see Figure 1). 

Publishers and brands have an opportunity to fill that gap between 
supply and demand, in social networks, or on their own websites.
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“How often do you post/share or consume content in a story format on social media networks?”

42% publish/post and 74% read/view weekly or more Younger consumers lead in social story consumption

Base: 2,062 US online consumers ages 18 to 65 who consume publisher content at least weekly from a mobile device
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Google, June 2019
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 › Publishers have an opportunity to monetize the demand for 
social stories through tappable stories designed for mobile web. 
Social channels frequently act as an intermediary between a brand or 
publisher and the consumer for a variety of content topics, including 
pop culture, arts, home and gardening, and entertainment (see Figure 
2). Social media remains a staple in consumers’ daily lives, so social 
is an important piece of a publisher’s content strategy. However, 
investments that drive more direct traffic to publishers’ websites (and 
apps) will yield returns in the form of advertising revenue and richer 
data insights. The increase in demand for tappable stories therefore 
presents an opportunity for publishers to rethink their mobile web 
content strategies.

TECHNOLOGY OFFERINGS ARE EMERGING TO SUPPORT 
TAPPABLE STORIES FOR MOBILE WEB

New technologies and frameworks have emerged to help publishers 
take advantage of rising demand for tappable content. Publishers have 
a few options for creating tappable stories on the mobile web:

 › Build tappable stories completely in house. Publishers with robust 
custom software development capabilities may choose a DIY strategy 
that provides the most customization, but it also requires the heaviest 
lifting from internal resources.

 › Leverage existing programming frameworks as a foundation. 
Open source frameworks and components are available to 
developers to streamline the process of building tappable stories. 
The use of these frameworks more easily allows publishers to build 
tappable stories. Compared with building these frameworks entirely in 
house, this method goes further to enable flexibility in story design. 

 › Use drag-and-drop tools designed for building tappable stories. 
Some software companies have already developed tools for building 
tappable stories that are based on the open source frameworks 
available in the market. This creates an easy, drag-and-drop experience 
that can enable almost anyone — developer or otherwise — to build a 
tappable story. As with any prebuilt software, users of these tools will 
sacrifice some customization for easier deployment.
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Figure 2

Top content categories where 
consumers find and consume 
mobile content primarily from 
social media channels

Base: variable US online consumers ages 
18 to 65 who consume publisher content 
at least weekly from a mobile device
Source: A commissioned study conducted 
by Forrester Consulting on behalf of 
Google, June 2019

53% Comedy/entertainment

51% Celebrity gossip and pop culture

41% Arts

36% Home, gardening, and cooking

34% TV and �lm

32% DIY/education/how-to guides



Lifestyle Content Is More Engaging 
When In Tappable Story Format
In our survey and in the user tests, we asked consumers to review 
examples of tappable stories that publishers created for their mobile 
websites. Our survey included two tappable stories, a multimedia article 
about the anniversary of a Hollywood blockbuster and a video-driven 
salmon recipe. We also tested the salmon recipe and its equivalent 
in scrolling format to provide a point of comparison. The user tests 
included three tappable stories: the same movie and recipe stories from 
the survey and one other article that included photo and video footage 
from a recent fire that made global headlines.

Consumers may face a short learning curve in interacting with tappable 
stories on mobile web for the first time. Although tapping, instead of 
scrolling, is familiar to the user from its use in social media, most study 
participants were not familiar with this motion or engagement method 
in a mobile web context. However, users quickly adjusted to tapping, 
especially with the help of instructions that popped up when the user 
tried to scroll. In fact, 84% felt the tappable stories met or exceeded 
their expectations for ease of navigation. After a quick adjustment to the 
new format, we found that consumers:

 › Considered the tappable story examples more visually appealing 
and easier to navigate than scrolling equivalents. The tappable 
salmon recipe had greater visual appeal than its scrolling equivalent. 
Survey respondents were 1.3x more likely to consider the photos 
appealing (79% versus 61%). And despite the initial learning curve, 
consumers were 1.4x more likely to find the method of navigating the 
tappable story appealing, compared to its scrolling equivalent. They were 
also 1.4x more likely to favor the length of the story over the scrolling 
recipe (70% versus 50%) (see Figure 3). The tappable salmon recipe 
scored highest across these metrics, but the tappable movie article also 
had high appeal when compared to the scrolling recipe article.

84% of survey 
respondents felt the 
ease of navigating 
tappable stories met 
or exceeded their 
expectations.

1/2 page
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Full page Figure 3

“Regardless of whether you agree or disagree with the information shared or whether or not you found it appealing, 
what do you think about the way the information was shared? How appealing did you find the following elements 
of the format?” (Showing percent very/somewhat appealing)

Base: 2,062 US online consumers ages 18 to 65 who consume publisher content at least weekly from a mobile device
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Google, June 2019

Photos included in the story

Video elements of the story

Method of navigating the story

Salmon recipe (scrolling) Salmon recipe (tappable)Movie article (tappable)

61% 79%75%

50% 70%65%

50% 70%63%
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 › Liked that tappable stories provide greater control over their 
reading/viewing experience than articles and videos. Many survey 
and user test participants indicated that they appreciated the ability 
to move at their own pace through a tappable story. The bite-sized 
structure of the story provides the ability to skip forward (and back) 
without losing one’s place, which is more likely to happen with a 
video or article. As one respondent noted: “I really liked the fact that 
I felt like I had control over the story. . . I could skip ahead if I wanted 
to.” This added sense of control may have contributed to users’ 
positive perceptions about the length of the stories they reviewed.

 › Preferred tappable stories overall compared to traditional scrolling 
articles. Nearly two-thirds of survey respondents (64%) preferred 
the tappable recipe story over its scrolling equivalent (see Figure 4). 
Females had a slightly stronger preference for this format than males, 
with 67% of females preferring the tappable recipe compared to 60% 
of males. However, preference of format did not vary significantly by 
age group. In other words, tappable stories have mass appeal. 

 › Are highly interested in reading tappable stories in their top-
read content categories. In addition to having mass appeal across 
demographic groups, tappable stories are appealing across a wide 
range of content categories. More than 75% of consumers surveyed 
are at least somewhat interested in reading tappable stories in their 
top-read content categories. DIY/how-to; travel and leisure; home, 
gardening, and cooking; and sports received the highest interest from 
weekly readers of these content categories.

EVERGREEN LIFESTYLE CONTENT IS WELL-SUITED FOR 
TAPPABLE STORIES ON MOBILE WEB

Creating tappable stories for the mobile web is a new discipline that 
emphasizes different skills than traditional content creation and requires 
mobile-first design considerations. Publishers will therefore need to 
prioritize certain content categories in their editorial strategy before 
delving into the world of internet-native, tappable stories.

Our data revealed an opportunity for publishers to focus on evergreen 
lifestyle content as a first foray into tappable stories for the mobile 
web. Consumers are highly interested in consuming DIY/how-
to, home/cooking, and sports content in this new format. Weekly 
consumption for these categories is lower than that of news, comedy, 
or entertainment content. This presents an opportunity for publishers 
to gradually introduce tappable stories without overwhelming their 
content producers with an aggressive editorial calendar (see Figure 
5). Additionally, lifestyle categories lend themselves well to evergreen 
content that has a longer shelf life than news/current events or even 
pop culture/entertainment content. This will allow publishers to collect 
data (and ad revenue) over a longer period, ultimately helping them 
optimize their design approaches to tappable stories.
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Figure 4

“Which format do you prefer for the 
salmon recipe?”

Base: 2,062 US online consumers ages 18 
to 65 who consume publisher content at 
least weekly from a mobile device
Source: A commissioned study conducted 
by Forrester Consulting on behalf of 
Google, June 2019

64%
Tappable 
story

36%
Free-form

story

“I think this format is very 
useful. This would really 
come in handy for DIY or 
cooking directions. I like that 
you can easily go forward or 
back too.”
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Figure 5: Evergreen Lifestyle Content Is A Great Entry Point For Tappable Stories
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Base: 2,062 US online consumers ages 18 to 65 who consume publisher content at least weekly from a mobile device
Source: A commissioned study conducted by Forrester Consulting on behalf of Google, June 2019
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Publishers Must Avoid Design Pitfalls 
To Maximize Consumer Engagement 
With Tappable Stories 
Consumers are ready to embrace tappable stories outside of social 
channels. But not every story is created equal; there are many design 
pitfalls that can create confusion, fatigue, and frustration. To maximize 
engagement, publishers must embrace a variety of interaction design 
best practices when building tappable stories. Our study revealed that:

 › Stories that are too long can feel overwhelming. User testing 
participants felt that the fire coverage, while it provided an immersive 
look at the event through top-quality photography and video, was 
very long. The story contained 29 total pages and was presented 
as a series of standalone photos or videos, with a text-only screen 
appearing every 4 to 5 pages. The text itself was also long — about 
three short paragraphs per text screen. Many users complained of 
having to tap through too many screens to move forward, with one 
person saying, “This is a very long one . . . I won’t read everything.” 
Another user said: “A little too heavy on the photos. It’s interesting, 
but it’s overkill.”

 › Too much content on a single page can create confusion and 
fatigue. Survey respondents found the length of the tappable salmon 
recipe “very appealing” at a rate 1.4x higher than the movie article 
(41% versus 30%). The latter story contained a combination of video, 
photography, and text narrative, and the layout of these elements 
varied throughout the story. This added complexity may have 
influenced users’ attitudes toward the story’s length. Respondents’ 
reactions included comments about the story being “Too clumped 
together,” “Too crowded,” or providing “Too much information.” One 
respondent said, “I got a little confused about how much content 
there actually was.”

 › Navigation cues and calls to action help guide the user through 
the new format. Users appreciated that the salmon recipe included a 
suggestion to screen shot the ingredients and recipe pages for future 
reference. In the tappable story about the fire, the first page included 
a call to action that said, “Tap to read,” a simple yet impactful design 
element that helped people adjust to the new format.

 › Tappable stories can provide a good advertising experience with 
the right volume, variety, and placement. Unlike tappable stories on 
social platforms, publishers can monetize tappable stories on the mobile 
web through advertising — like they do on their existing websites/
properties — so advertising is a key consideration in story design. 
Consumers generally understand that many of their digital experiences 
are ad-supported, and our study participants were not surprised to 
see ads — many even had positive feedback. A few participants noted 
that the ability to skip through an ad was appealing — especially when 
compared to videos that require a minimum viewing time. Another noted 
that the placement of the ad, which came after the user read multiple 
pages, was appropriate because they were already “hooked” into the 
content. However, participants expressed frustration after seeing the 
same ad multiple times in a single story. 
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“You can screenshot the page 
to save the ingredients and 
prep, which is actually really 
convenient.”

“I love the arrows to just tap 
to scroll through. It’s much 
more self-explanatory from 
that very first page.”

“The presentation seemed 
a bit long. I think there 
were four ads during the 
presentation, so that made it 
more difficult.”

“[Ads are] frustrating, but the 
placement wasn’t too bad. 
We’ve gone through quite a 
bit. It wasn’t right away . . . 
[which is good] because I’m 
already invested in this.”



Key Recommendations
Publishers face a crowded content landscape of walled gardens 
that hinder monetization and reduce publisher control. In parallel, 
consumers devour tappable stories on social platforms. The opportunity 
for publishers to use tappable stories on the open mobile web is clear, 
but how best can organizations capitalize? 

Forrester’s in-depth survey and user testing of US online consumers 
about tappable stories yielded several important recommendations:

Don’t shy away from the tappable story opportunity on mobile web. 
It may be difficult to think about how teams will work and create content 
differently for stories, but that can’t deter bold publishers who are 
looking for success. The alternative is to continue producing the same 
mobile web content and missing the tappable stories opportunity that 
others — whether publisher or average content creator — will seize. 

The best place to start is evergreen content in categories like 
cooking, home/garden, and DIY/education/how-to. It’s easy to 
translate video assets into a story format, especially with content you 
plan to create videos about. Our study shows that users will appreciate 
the ability to advance at their own pace rather than consuming the 
video at a single, predetermined speed.

Balance overall length and page-level complexity. Each screen 
should include a few sentences of text and related visuals. Don’t expect 
much content retention from screen to screen as users will forget what 
they read quickly. For example, a comparison between two items 
should fit on one screen while each step of a recipe should have its own 
screen. In pursuit of page-level simplicity, publishers can overdo length 
too – in the examples we tested with users, we found that participants 
tend to lose energy between the 10th and 15th screens.

Guide users with intro direction and in-story cues. Set expectations 
as early as possible that the user will be encountering tappable content. 
Use text as well as iconography. Then, once in the tappable story, guide 
users toward a successful interaction with visual cues that encourage 
tapping when they scroll and suggestions to screenshot important 
content or steps they may want to refer back to (e.g., screenshotting 
steps in the salmon recipe).

Plan ad volume, variety, and placement carefully. As with other 
mobile interactions, be wary of repeating the same ad multiple times or 
serving an ad too frequently. And, most importantly, don’t start the story 
with an ad or you’ll risk losing readers who haven’t even had a chance 
to determine their interest in the content.

Optimize for performance. Videos or images that are slow to load or 
appear fuzzy or distorted will driver readers away. They will simply tap 
past to something else, close the story altogether, or wait and build 
resentment against the company that provided a poor experience.
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Appendix A: Methodology 
In this study, Forrester conducted an online survey of 2,062 US online consumers ages 18 to 65 who consume 
publisher content at least weekly from a mobile device. Forrester also conducted 22 remote unmoderated 
user tests with the same audiences. In both studies, participants were then provided with real-world examples 
of tappable stories available on the mobile web; survey respondents were also given an equivalent scrolling 
article to review for comparison. Questions about the examples covered appeal of the format, ease of 
navigation, likelihood for respondents to seek out similar content, and overall preference of format. Exposure 
of the various examples was rotated to eliminate any order bias from the responses. The online survey also 
explored how and why consumers read, watch, and listen to publishers and social content on their mobile 
devices. Respondents were offered a small incentive as a thank you for time spent on the survey/user tests. 
The study began in May 2019 year and was completed in June 2019.

Appendix B: Demographics/Data
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